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About the challenge

The Fly To The Line Primary Glider Challenge is a Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts & Mathematics (STEAM) programme for primary aged
students to design and build a bio-degradable foamboard model glider that
can fly the furthest possible distance.
The challenge was developed in partnership with RAF Museum Cosford &
The Learning Partnership to engage as many young people as possible with
an authentic STEAM challenge. The problem based learning challenge and
supporting curriculum resources are designed to help equip students with
some of the skills, knowledge and experience that they will need to
embrace and tackle the global opportunities and challenges of tomorrow.
The project is fully resourced with lesson plans, printables and activity guides
made available to competitors online on The Learning Partnership website
via quick link - www.flytotheline.co.uk
Schools can purchase a pack of bio-degradable foamboard to construct 10
gliders from the TLP shop.
An array of lesson resources, notes and ideas can be found on the website.
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What is new?
Based on feedback from the schools involved, and the reality of Covid 19
there have been some changes from earlier seasons:
Summer finals and leaderboard
To avoid schools travelling long distances, and students gathering together
the challenge is designed to be run as an internal experience within the
school.
1: Online leader-board - This has been shut down for the time being
2: Multiple national finals at key aviation or science locations around the UK
in the Summer term will no longer be planned for.

Prizes - Schools can decide if they wish to have prizes
internally.
Longest Distance Flown - best of two flights(minimum)
Other prizes could be awarded for:
Most Creative Glider Design
Trophies could be awarded to winning teams and runner up teams could
receive certificates.

Crest Award Accreditation
The British Science Association have accredited Fly To The Line for the
Discovery Crest Award. All students making and flying gliders can be put
forward for a CREST AWARD. See the competition resources and
www.crestawards.org for more information
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Fly To The Line National Finalists at RAF Museum Cosford,

Fly To The Line Regional Winners at the Gatwick Aviation Museum
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Curriculum opportunities
The competition resources cover a broad range of subjects. The supporting
Curriculum materials include lesson notes, presentations and printables.
Lesson content includes:

Science:
• Carrying out investigations, air resistance, forces and motion, levers and
balancing, animal adaptation, seed dispersal by the wind

Design & Technology/Technologies:
• Design, make, evaluate and improve products, simple mechanisms,
exploring resistant materials, the safe and responsible use of tools

Mathematics & Numeracy
• Measures of distance, mass & angle, scale drawing, 2D and 3D shapes

Computer Science
• Use of 2D and 3D drawing programs, use of software simulators,
creating multimedia presentations, conducting effective web searches

Art
• Develop skills with a range of materials, awareness of different kinds of
art, craft and design

History
• A study of an aspect or theme in British history that extends pupils’
chronological knowledge beyond 1066
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Equipment needed to complete designs in class
20 sheets of Foamboard to make gliders will be supplied in each class pack
purchased – enough for 20 gliders. A finger friendly retractable slice knife is
supplied as well as the design for a launcher.
Cutting mats will be required to complete the gliders. Tape, hot glue and
Plasticine™ or PlayDoh™ can be used to make final adjustments.
Health and Safety advice and classroom printables on the safe use of knives
are included in the resources.

Getting Involved
Go to the competition website and follow the instructions to purchase the
resources you need to get involved.
www.flytotheline.co.uk
Once signed up you will be able to receive challenge communications and
engage with other teachers to ask questions or share inspiring ideas through
the social media pages of the challenge.
The foamboard resources will be shipped to your school address once
ordered.
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APPENDIX 1: Rules and Regulations
1. Responsibility for supervision and transport
It is the responsibility of competing schools to supervise student teams and to
arrange travel to and from finals on the dates agreed.
The competition online community has collaboration and communication
tools to enable schools to contact each other to take advantage of shared
travel opportunities but competition staff cannot arrange travel and
supervision of students to and from competition events.
2. Resources eligibility
Schools that sign up classes before the end of the Autumn term will receive
one resource pack containing 10x 5mm A3 biodegradable foamboard for
each eligible class they sign up. This is enough foamboard for 10 teams of 3
to make 10 gliders. Additional foamboard resources can be readily bought
through the online community store for schools that want to include cycles
of prototyping and/or major redesign.
3. At school challenge
Schools can hold an at-school challenge event to identify the team whose
glider glides the longest distance.
Teams should have at least three attempts to fly their glider and the longest
distance achieved wins. There is a supporting printable for at-school
challenge in the resources section of the online competition community.
It is recommended that schools engage students in several rounds of flight
testing before a final at-school competition so that students have an
opportunity to fully evaluate and improve their gliders.
A school hall should be sufficient size for an at-school competition or a large
space outside on a windless day.
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4. Glider design restrictions
Gliders must be constructed from parts cut from a single piece of A3 5mm
foamboard. One piece of A5 card or paper can be used for aerodynamic
modifications.
The maximum wingspan allowed is 84cm (2x the long length of a A3 sheet)
The minimum wingspan allowed is 24cm (this is to ensure students make
gliders with true wings rather than narrow ‘missiles’ and similar projectiles)

Students are encouraged to creatively develop their glider designs within
those restrictions and can research and explore straight wing, swept back,
delta or even biplane ideas if they wish.
A basic template for a glider design is provided, that meets the competition
regulations.
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5. Permitted modifications
Gliders may need balancing with a soft, dense ballast (e.g. Plasticine™ or
PlayDoh™) and have trim tabs or ailerons and rudders added to fly correctly.
Adjusting and improving the glider is a key part of the competition and such
modification is encouraged.
The total aerodynamic modifications for a competition glider can only use
one piece of A5 card or paper and add no more than 50g of extra weight
Possible modifications may include; streamlining leading and trailing edges,
of wings, using card or paper tabs to change the airflow around the glider or
adding plasticine/modelling clay weights (ballast) at the nose or tail to help
balance the glider.
In all cases the final glider design must be predominantly made of
foamboard and any paper and card or clay type materials cannot be used
to complete or extend the wingspan or replace any major parts of the glider
design (i.e. wings, fuselage and the horizontal and vertical stabilisers)
Judges will review designs before flight and if they feel designs are not
substantially a ‘foam glider’ they may not permit the glider to compete in
the competition. The decisions of judges are final.
6. Securing glider parts safely.
Glider parts can be safely secured with hot glue, tape, glue sticks or a PVA
type adhesive. Sharp or metal fastenings are not permitted.
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7. General safety restrictions
Gliders should have no sharp or metal parts or other features that could
cause injury or damage if they fly into people or objects.
At Regional and National Finals, competition officials will check the gliders
and will not allow unsafe gliders to fly.
8. Use of launchers at school
Competition stages will use a standard launcher system that uses an elastic
band to accelerate the glider. Designs to duplicate these in school cheaply
and quickly from wood or square section guttering are in the lesson
resources.
Real gliders are often launched or towed into the air. An elastic based
launcher provides a far more consistent method of getting the glider
airborne than by hand, allowing for more accurate testing and evaluation.
The use of a launcher is recommended but not required for the at-school
stage in the competition. Making a launcher can provide an interesting
engineering challenge and opportunity for students.
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9. Students own work
While teachers are expected to guide and challenge students with new
ideas and thinking, in the spirit of fair competition, competing gliders must be
the product of student activity. Competition officials may ask questions of
students about their design decisions and the process of construction to
ascertain this.
10. Gliders and repairs at competitions
At a final, student teams will design and make a new glider. While successful
designs may be brought as templates or prototypes, the only gliders
permitted to fly in competition at finals are those made at the event.
Tape, glue and other resources useful for repairs will be available at
competition venues for making any running repairs and minor modifications
between flights.
Under no circumstances should teachers and student teams bring knives and
other sharp tools to the competition venues.

11. After school and lunchtime clubs and other non-classroom teams
The aim of the Fly To The Line Primary Glider Competition is to engage as
many students as possible with a design and engineering challenge. Schools
are therefore strongly encouraged to involve whole classes although in some
situations this may not be possible. Sign up your club as a class.
Supervising teachers should support clubs and ensure they follow all the
safety guidance and competition rules. Teachers must also ensure that only
eligible students take part in competition events.
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12. Running the at-school challenge event:
The at-school challenge is intended to find the best team/s and inspire
students to engage with the learning. The team that makes a glider that
achieves the longest flight in an at-school challenge is the winner.
•

Launcher use – encouraged but not required at school-based stages
The use of a launcher is encouraged as it provides very consistent flights to aid students in
judging the effectiveness of their different designs. If hand launching is to be used, provide
opportunities for students to practice.

•

Choosing a suitable space
The foam gliders are susceptible to wind and air currents. The ideal location for an atschool final is a school hall with a length of around 12-15 metres. 3 to 5m of vertical
airspace will be needed. Take notice of any lighting or other ceiling fittings that may be hit
by a glider. There should be space for spectating students to sit a few metres to the sides of
the flight line and for ‘spotters’, assisting with measuring flight distances, to stand.

•

Test flights
Teams should have the opportunity to test and improve their gliders at least once before
an at-school final.

•

Making more than one glider
Building more gliders is also permitted and extra foam board resources can be acquired
through the Dendrite.me store. (Shopping trolley icon at the top). This allows the
competition to support a comprehensive Science and Technology project or investigation.

•

Number of at-school competition rounds
Teams should be given AT LEAST TWO FLIGHTS of their glider in the at-school final with the
opportunity to make minor adjustments between each round. The teacher is free to alter
the number and organisation of overall rounds to suit the local situation and the teaching
and learning opportunities they wish to develop, e.g. heats, test flights, testing prototypes,
etc.

•

Judging flight distances
The point where the glider touches the ground first is the measurement point. This ensures
that gliders that have shorter flights but slide across the floor do not gain an unfair
advantage. A long tape measure attached at the launcher point should be stretched to
the landing point to determine the flight distance. Gliders that veer far off course or into an
audience can be adjusted and re-flown at the teacher’s discretion.

•

Tie breakers / Fly Off’s
In the case of identical distances being recorded, extra flights are permitted.
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13. Questions and contacting the challenge organisers
If you have any queries regarding the challenge, the easiest place to ask is
in the social media areas created for www.flytotheline.co.uk .
For other queries, The Learning Partnership office number is: 01869 346 609.
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APPENDIX 2: Launchers
The challenge resources now include designs for competition style bungee
cord launchers that can be made from wood, or even more cheaply, from
a length of square section guttering.

Launchers should be used from a table top (approx. 70-80cm high) and be
made approx. 1.2m long.
The launchers can also be placed flat or raised at the end 5cm to 20cm to
accommodate the angle of attack of different designs. A test round should
be used to determine the optimal angle for each design before competing.
If a glider is launched too steeply it may ‘stall’ (rise quickly, lose lift and fall).
Gliders than naturally rise, may benefit from a flatter launch angle.
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APPENDIX 3: Notching the glider
Depending on the skill or confidence of the students, you can choose to cut
the notch to engage the elastic of the launcher for the students or allow
them to do it.
The notch should be cut in a way to hold the elastic and allow the elastic to
drop away backwards when the glider is released.
The best place for the notch is near the nose, in front of the wing so that the
force of the elastic ‘pulls’ the glider into the air.
TIP: A 5-6cm strip of a sticky tape such as sellotape can be folded around the
bottom of the glider to reinforce the notch and prevent the elastic cutting
into the foam. Recommended if conducting lots of test flights!
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APPENDIX 4: Balancers
A balancer can be made from scrap foamboard, cardboard or wood and
allows students to adjust the centre of gravity of the glider.
They should be around 20cm high and allow the glider to rest on top like a
see saw.
A glider is lifted by the air moving over its wings, so the ideal balance point Is
just a little forward of the centre of the wing in a straight wing design. Other
designs will have other optimal balance points which the students can
experiment around to discover.
TIP: The fuselage of the glider acts like a lever. Students have two options
when making balance adjustments:
i.
ii.

Adjust the weight they add or remove (ballast)
Adjust the design of the fuselage – e.g. a longer lever will take less
ballast to adjust keeping the glider lighter.

Extra foamboard can be acquired to test prototypes and develop more
refined designs.
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APPENDIX 5: Judging Flights
A long tape measure, trundle wheel or similar can be used to judge a flight.
Flights are measured from the end of the launcher to the point where the
glider first touches the ground.

Distance is measured to the point where the glider first lands. This prevent fast gliders that
crash land early and slide from gaining underserved places.

The measurement should be taken on a perpendicular line from where the glider first
lands. A 20-30m tape measure is ideal. This rewards glider designs that fly well an in a
controlled way.

